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News For People That Can Think Critically

THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
They Live, We Sleep: Beware the Growing Evil in
Our Midst

“You see them on the street. You watch them on TV. You might even vote for one this
fall. You think they’re people just like you. You’re wrong. Dead wrong.” — They
Live

We’re living in two worlds, you and I.
There’s the world we see (or are made to see) and then there’s the one
we sense (and occasionally catch a glimpse of), the latter of which is a
far cry from the propaganda-driven reality manufactured by the
government and its corporate sponsors, including the media. Pg 1-5

Media Silent as Nobel Prize Winning OPCW
Found “Fixing” its Own Findings on Syria
Douma, Syria, April 2018. Dozens of people die in a suspected
chemical weapons attack in the eastern suburb of the capital
Damascus. The United States and many European countries
immediately identify President Bashar al-Assad as responsible for the
attacks, and respond with deadly violence of their own, starting a
bombing campaign against his forces. Yet new evidence leaked from
whistleblowers suggests that not only is the Western story on shaky
ground, but the report into the incident from the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) deliberately suppressed
evidence and testimony that contradicted the U.S. narrative. Pg 5-7

An evening with Piers Robinson

On Wednesday, 2 October 2019, Dr Piers Robinson held a talk titled ‘Fake
News’ and Propaganda in the Modern World, in South London. This event
was hosted by the Lewisham West and Penge Labour Party. I attended and
afterwards thought it would be interesting to provide a summary of the talk.
I’ll start with an introduction to Piers Robinson, my interest and some
background to the event. Pg 7-11

Lendman: ‘Endless US Rape,
Occupation and Plunder of
Syria’
Like his predecessors, Trump operates
as a frontman for the military,
industrial, security complex, Wall
Street, and other monied interests. As
commander-in-chief, he continues
endless US wars of aggression in
multiple theaters, along with economic
terrorism on Iran, Venezuela, North
Korea, Cuba, and other nations on the
US target list for regime change —
including China and Russia. Pg 11-12

With Little Fanfare, William
Barr Formally Announces
Orwellian Pre-Crime Program
Last Wednesday, U.S. Attorney
General William Barr issued a
memorandum to all U.S. attorneys,
law enforcement agencies and top
ranking Justice Department officials
announcing the imminent
implementation of a new “national
disruption and early engagement
program” aimed at detecting potential
mass shooters before they commit any
crime. Pg 12-16

Additional Articles
Washington FDA Says, ‘Let Them
Eat Cotton’: Pg 16-18
At This Year’s J Street Conference,
“Progressive” Pols Bow to Israel
While Preaching Peace: Pg 18-20
A Window into Jewish Guilt: Pg 2022

On Psychopathy & Power: Pg 22-24
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and again, Carpenter
electronic devices, billboards
They Live, We Time
portrays the government
and the like.
Sleep: Beware the working against its own citizens,
populace out of touch with
It is only when homeless drifter
Growing Evil in Our areality,
technology run amok,
John Nada (played to the hilt by
Midst
and a future more horrific than the late Roddy Piper) discovers a
Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/theylive-we-sleep-beware-the-growing-evilin-our-midst/5693315

any horror film.
In Escape from New York,
Carpenter presents fascism as
the future of America.

pair of doctored sunglasses—
Hoffman lenses—that Nada sees
what lies beneath the elite’s
fabricated reality: control and
bondage.

By John W. Whitehead
Indeed, what most Americans
perceive as life in America—
privileged, progressive and free
—is a far cry from reality, where
economic inequality is growing,
real agendas and real power are
buried beneath layers of
Orwellian doublespeak and
corporate obfuscation, and
“freedom,” such that it is, is
meted out in small, legalistic
doses by militarized police
armed to the teeth.
All is not as it seems.
This is the premise of John
Carpenter’s film They Live,
which was released more than
30 years ago, and remains
unnervingly, chillingly
appropriate for our modern age.

In The Thing, a remake of the
1951 sci-fi classic of the same
name, Carpenter presupposes
that increasingly we are all
becoming dehumanized.

When viewed through the lens
of truth, the elite, who appear
human until stripped of their
disguises, are shown to be
monsters who have enslaved the
citizenry in order to prey on
In Christine, the film adaptation them.
of Stephen King’s novel about a
demon-possessed car,
Likewise, billboards blare out
technology exhibits a will and hidden, authoritative messages: a
consciousness of its own and
bikini-clad woman in one ad is
goes on a murderous rampage. actually ordering viewers to
“MARRY AND REPRODUCE.”
In In the Mouth of Madness,
Magazine racks scream
Carpenter notes that evil grows “CONSUME” and “OBEY.” A
when people lose “the ability to wad of dollar bills in a vendor’s
know the difference between
hand proclaims, “THIS IS YOUR
reality and fantasy.”
GOD.”

And then there is Carpenter’s
When viewed through Nada’s
They Live, in which two migrant Hoffman lenses, some of the
workers discover that the world other hidden messages being
is not as it seems. In fact, the
drummed into the people’s
population is actually being
subconscious include: NO
INDEPENDENT THOUGHT,
Best known for his horror film controlled and exploited by
CONFORM, SUBMIT, STAY
Halloween, which assumes that aliens working in partnership
with an oligarchic elite. All the ASLEEP, BUY, WATCH TV,
there is a form of evil so dark
while, the populace—blissfully NO IMAGINATION, and DO
that it can’t be killed,
NOT QUESTION
Carpenter’s larger body of work unaware of the real agenda at
work in their lives—has been
AUTHORITY.
is infused with a strong antilulled
into
complacency,
authoritarian, anti-establishment,
laconic bent that speaks to the indoctrinated into compliance, This indoctrination campaign
engineered by the elite in They
filmmaker’s concerns about the bombarded with media
distractions, and hypnotized by Live is painfully familiar to
unraveling of our society,
subliminal messages beamed out anyone who has studied the
particularly our government.
of television and various
decline of American culture.
1
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A citizenry that does not think
for themselves, obeys without
question, is submissive, does
not challenge authority, does
not think outside the box, and
is content to sit back and be
entertained is a citizenry that
can be easily controlled.
In this way, the subtle message
of They Live provides an apt
analogy of our own distorted
vision of life in the American
police state, what philosopher
Slavoj Žižek refers to as
dictatorship in democracy, “the
invisible order which sustains
your apparent freedom.”
We’re being fed a series of
carefully contrived fictions that
bear no resemblance to reality.
The powers-that-be want us to
feel threatened by forces beyond
our control (terrorists, shooters,
bombers).

view us as expendable resources system, former president Jimmy
to be used, abused and
Carter blasted the process of
discarded.
getting elected—to the White
House, governor’s mansion,
In fact, a study conducted by
Congress or state legislatures—
Princeton and Northwestern
as “unlimited political bribery…
University concluded that the
a subversion of our political
U.S. government does not
system as a payoff to major
represent the majority of
contributors, who want and
American citizens. Instead, the expect, and sometimes get,
study found that the government favors for themselves after the
is ruled by the rich and
election is over.”
powerful, or the so-called
“economic elite.” Moreover, the Rest assured that when and if
researchers concluded that
fascism finally takes hold in
policies enacted by this
America, the basic forms of
governmental elite nearly always government will remain:
favor special interests and
Fascism will appear to be
lobbying groups.
friendly. The legislators will be
in session. There will be
In other words, we are being
elections, and the news media
ruled by an oligarchy disguised will continue to cover the
as a democracy, and arguably on entertainment and political
our way towards fascism—a
trivia. Consent of the governed,
form of government where
however, will no longer apply.
private corporate interests rule, Actual control will have finally
money calls the shots, and the passed to the oligarchic elite
people are seen as mere subjects controlling the government
to be controlled.
behind the scenes.

They want us afraid and
dependent on the government
and its militarized armies for our Not only do you have to be rich
safety and well-being.
—or beholden to the rich—to
get elected these days, but
They want us distrustful of each getting elected is also a surefire
other, divided by our prejudices, way to get rich. As CBS News
and at each other’s throats.
reports, “Once in office,
members of Congress enjoy
Most of all, they want us to
access to connections and
continue to march in lockstep
information they can use to
with their dictates.
increase their wealth, in ways
that are unparalleled in the
Tune out the government’s
private sector. And once
attempts to distract, divert and politicians leave office, their
befuddle us and tune into what’s connections allow them to profit
really going on in this country, even further.”
and you’ll run headlong into an
unmistakable, unpalatable truth: In denouncing this blatant
the moneyed elite who rule us corruption of America’s political
2

Sound familiar?
Clearly, we are now ruled by an
oligarchic elite of governmental
and corporate interests.
We have moved into
“corporatism” (favored by
Benito Mussolini), which is a
halfway point on the road to
full-blown fascism.
Corporatism is where the few
moneyed interests—not elected
by the citizenry—rule over the
many. In this way, it is not a
democracy or a republican form
of government, which is what
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the American government was terrorist attack; 11,000 times
zombie-like into an electronic
established to be. It is a topmore likely to die from an
screen, even when they’re
down form of government and airplane accident than from a
crossing the street. Families sit
one which has a terrifying
terrorist plot involving an
in restaurants with their heads
history typified by the
airplane; 1,048 times more likely down, separated by their screen
developments that occurred in to die from a car accident than a devices and unaware of what’s
totalitarian regimes of the past: terrorist attack, and 8 times more going on around them. Young
police states where everyone is likely to be killed by a police
people especially seem
watched and spied on, rounded officer than by a terrorist , we
dominated by the devices they
up for minor infractions by
have handed over control of our hold in their hands, oblivious to
government agents, placed under lives to government officials
the fact that they can simply
police control, and placed in
who treat us as a means to an
push a button, turn the thing off
detention (a.k.a. concentration) end—the source of money and and walk away.
camps.
power.
Indeed, there is no larger group
For the final hammer of fascism As the Bearded Man in They
activity than that connected with
to fall, it will require the most Live warns, “They are
those who watch screens—that
crucial ingredient: the majority dismantling the sleeping middle is, television, lap tops, personal
of the people will have to agree class. More and more people are computers, cell phones and so
that it’s not only expedient but becoming poor. We are their
on. In fact, a Nielsen study
necessary.
cattle. We are being bred for
reports that American screen
slavery.”
viewing is at an all-time high.
But why would a people agree to
For example, the average
such an oppressive regime?
In this regard, we’re not so
American watches
different from the oppressed
approximately 151 hours of
The answer is the same in every citizens in They Live.
television per month.
age: fear.
From the moment we are born The question, of course, is what
Fear makes people stupid.
until we die, we are
effect does such screen
indoctrinated into believing that consumption have on one’s
Fear is the method most often
those who rule us do it for our mind?
used by politicians to increase own good. The truth is far
the power of government. And, different.
Psychologically it is similar to
as most social commentators
drug addiction. Researchers
recognize, an atmosphere of fear Despite the truth staring us in the found that “almost immediately
permeates modern America: fear face, we have allowed ourselves after turning on the TV, subjects
of terrorism, fear of the police, to become fearful, controlled,
reported feeling more relaxed,
fear of our neighbors and so on. pacified zombies.
and because this occurs so
quickly and the tension returns
The propaganda of fear has been We live in a perpetual state of
so rapidly after the TV is turned
used quite effectively by those denial, insulated from the
off, people are conditioned to
who want to gain control, and it painful reality of the American associate TV viewing with a lack
is working on the American
police state by wall-to-wall
of tension.” Research also shows
populace.
entertainment news and screen that regardless of the
devices.
programming, viewers’ brain
Despite the fact that we are
waves slow down, thus
17,600 times more likely to die Most everyone keeps their heads transforming them into a more
from heart disease than from a down these days while staring passive, nonresistant state.
3
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Historically, television has been
used by those in authority to
quiet discontent and pacify
disruptive people. “Faced with
severe overcrowding and limited
budgets for rehabilitation and
counseling, more and more
prison officials are using TV to
keep inmates quiet,” according
to Newsweek.

are not the aliens calling the
shots but the populace who are
content to remain controlled.

When all is said and done, the
world of They Live is not so
different from our own. As one
of the characters points out,
“The poor and the underclass
are growing. Racial justice and
human rights are nonexistent.
Given that the majority of what They have created a repressive
Americans watch on television is society and we are their
provided through channels
unwitting accomplices. Their
controlled by six mega
intention to rule rests with the
corporations, what we watch is annihilation of consciousness.
now controlled by a corporate We have been lulled into a
elite and, if that elite needs to
trance. They have made us
foster a particular viewpoint or indifferent to ourselves, to
pacify its viewers, it can do so others. We are focused only on
on a large scale.
our own gain.”
If we’re watching, we’re not
doing.

they still believe in the ideals of
liberty and equal opportunity.
Their beliefs place them in
constant opposition with the law
and the establishment, but they
are nonetheless freedom fighters.
When, for example, John Nada
destroys the alien hynotransmitter in They Live, he
restores hope by delivering
America a wake-up call for
freedom.
That’s the key right there: we
need to wake up.
Stop allowing yourselves to be
easily distracted by pointless
political spectacles and pay
attention to what’s really going
on in the country.

We, too, are focused only on our
own pleasures, prejudices and The real battle for control of this
gains. Our poor and underclasses nation is not being waged
The powers-that-be understand are also growing. Racial
between Republicans and
this. As television journalist
injustice is growing. Human
Democrats in the ballot box.
Edward R. Murrow warned in a rights is nearly nonexistent. We
1958 speech:
too have been lulled into a
As I make clear in my book
trance, indifferent to others.
Battlefield America: The War on
We are currently wealthy, fat,
the American People, the real
comfortable and complacent. We Oblivious to what lies ahead,
battle for control of this nation is
have currently a built-in allergy we’ve been manipulated into
taking place on roadsides, in
to unpleasant or disturbing
believing that if we continue to police cars, on witness stands,
information. Our mass media
consume, obey, and have faith, over phone lines, in government
reflect this. But unless we get up things will work out. But that’s offices, in corporate offices, in
off our fat surpluses and
never been true of emerging
public school hallways and
recognize that television in the regimes. And by the time we feel classrooms, in parks and city
main is being used to distract,
the hammer coming down upon council meetings, and in towns
delude, amuse, and insulate us, us, it will be too late.
and cities across this country.
then television and those who
finance it, those who look at it, So where does that leave us?
The real battle between freedom
and those who work at it, may
and tyranny is taking place right
see a totally different picture too The characters who populate
in front of our eyes, if we would
late.
Carpenter’s films provide some only open them.
insight.
This brings me back to They
All the trappings of the
Live, in which the real zombies Underneath their machismo,
American police state are now in
4
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plain sight.
Wake up, America.
If they live (the tyrants, the
oppressors, the invaders, the
overlords), it is only because
“we the people” sleep.

Media Silent as
Nobel Prize
Winning OPCW
Found “Fixing” its
Own Findings on
Syria

refused even to speculate on
who was responsible for the
attacks), it did suggest there was
“likely” a chlorine attack carried
out by dropping gas canisters
from the air. This seems to
contradict its interim findings
that stated, “No
organophosphorus nerve agents
or their degradation products
were detected, either in the
environmental samples or in
plasma samples from the alleged
casualties.” Nevertheless, some
insinuated that the new report
implicated government forces,
the only groups likely to possess
both the chemicals and the
helicopters necessary to carry
out such an attack.

“key information” about
chemical analysis, toxicology,
ballistics investigations and
witness statements were
suppressed, “ostensibly to favor
a preordained conclusion.” The
panel also expressed alarm at
efforts to exclude certain
inspectors from the investigation
or from allowing them to
express differing opinions and
observations. Dissenting
assessments that concluded that
the gas canisters were probably
placed in Douma, rather than
dropped from aircraft –
suggesting an altogether
different scenario to the one the
U.S. government was presenting
– were suppressed.

But others criticized the
On the new evidence provided,
findings. Piers Robinson, CoDr. Bustani said it, “confirmed
Director for the Organization for doubts and suspicions I already
Propaganda Studies and
had” about the incoherent report,
formerly Chair in Politics,
claiming that “the picture is
Society and Political Journalism clearer now, although very
Source:
https://www.mintpressnews.com/media- at Sheffield University claimed disturbing.”
silent-opcw-found-fixing-douma-syria- the OPCW report contained
findings/262576/
“significant anomalies” and was Who, if anyone, pressured the
“unpersuasive, to put it mildly”, OPCW to do this? One
By Alan Macleod
noting contradictions on analysis possibility is the Trump
of chemicals used, the method of administration, who recently
The OPCW’s Fixed
delivery, and more.
awarded them a further $4.5
Report
million for “further
Robinson’s fears appear to have investigations” into Syria. This
Founded in 1997 to represent the been confirmed and on October is particularly noteworthy, as the
collective position of its 193
15 an OPCW whistleblower met United States is infamously
member states, the OPCW
in secret with a panel of
thrifty when it comes to paying
oversees and verifies adherence international experts, including international organizations. For
to the strict rules that regulate
the first Director-General of the decades it has refused to pay its
the use of chemical weapons,
organization, Dr. Jose Bustani. dues to the UN, now owing
which it hopes to eliminate.
After seeing the evidence
billions, in retaliation for not
provided by the whistleblower, fully complying with its wishes.
After its fact-finding mission
the panel came to the conclusion It also cut funding to UNESCO
was complete, the OPCW issued that the OPCW had suppressed in 2011 and left the organization
a report on the alleged Douma and distorted its data, analysis in 2017 after it recognized
attack. While far from
and conclusions, noting that
Palestine– even though the U.S.
conclusive or damning (it
5
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is officially committed to a two- that “President Trump will deal
state solution in the Middle East. another blow to US global
Many with experience in bidding leadership if he does not follow
for funds will know that if an
through” on bombing the
organization gives you millions country. The New York Times’
of dollars for research, you know editorial team appeared to be
what is expected of you. On the trying to goad him into action,
issue, Robinson said there is
noting, “The president should
“certainly an element of
know by now that tough talk
incentivization…in order to
without a coherent strategy or
encourage the OPCW to find
follow-through is dangerous.” In
and reach conclusions that are other words, “talk is cheap, it is
going to be compatible with
time for action.” For the
what they want.”
Guardian, considered at the left
extreme of the mainstream
The U.S. also previously forced spectrum, even waiting for a
Bustani from the OPCW in 2002 report to ascertain what truly
for contradicting their claims on happened was “irresponsible
Iraq and weapons of mass
obfuscation”; its top foreign
destruction. The Bush
affairs commentator and former
administration under Secretary foreign and U.S. editor, Simon
of State John Bolton seemingly Tisdall insisting that, “After
threatened to kill his family if he Douma, the West’s response to
did not resign: “You have 24
Syria’s regime must be
hours to leave the organization, military…there can be no more
and if you don’t comply with this excuses.” He also condemned
decision by Washington, we
Obama’s hesitance to commit to
have ways to retaliate against more U.S. involvement in Syria
you. We know where your kids as “a blot on his record.”
live,” John Bolton told him.
All this despite describing
The Media Demands War Trump before his election as a
dangerous lunatic fascist who
The whistleblower’s testimony could not be trusted as
goes directly against the way in commander-in-chief, another
which corporate media presented example of “resistance” media
uniting behind Trump when he
the Douma attack.
Unquestioningly accepting the considers aggressive action and
opposing him most forcefully
Trump administration’s line,
when he moves in a more
media claiming to be the
custodians of truth and defenders conciliatory or dovish direction.

about who was responsible and
how effective they were. The
U.S.’ public stance was that it
was “still assessing the evidence
of the attack” and “did not know
which chemical was used, or
whether it was launched by the
Syrian government or forces
supporting the government.” Yet
it was “mission accomplished”
according to Trump, with an
army spokesperson claiming
they had “crippled” Assad’s
chemical weapons producing
capability, “setting him back
years.” Yet that same
spokesperson was later quoted as
saying Assad still had the
capability to launch attacks
“throughout the country at a
variety of sites.”

What is indisputable is that the
corporate press was fully behind
the West’s military escalation in
Syria. A survey done by the
media watchdog, Fairness and
Accuracy in Reporting, found
that of the top 100 American
newspapers by circulation, not a
single one issued an editorial
opposed to the April strikes,
with the vast majority of those
offered supporting the Trump
administration’s actions. The
Washington Post was
unequivocal: “Mr. Trump was
right to order the strikes” and
rather ominously noted he
“properly left open the
possibility of further action.”
Other media were similarly
of democracy, immediately
The
media
got
their
way;
on
joyous over more war; the
began to clamor for a military
April 14 the U.S., France and the Atlantic claiming bombing was
response.
United Kingdom conducted a
“undoubtedly a good thing”.
Even as the dust in Douma was series of coordinated airstrikes Meanwhile, the Guardian’s chief
against the Syrian government, political commentator insinuated
still settling, the Washington
although they seemed confused that dishonest anti-war leftists
Post’s editorial board claimed
6
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like Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn were effectively
responsible for the atrocities
themselves, being “too busy
looking in the mirror admiring
their own halos to face the
moral challenges posed by a
situation like Syria.” Needless to
say, the conservative end of the
corporate media spectrum was
no better. As media analyst
Adam Johnson wrote, “On the
issue of launching airstrikes
against the Assad government,
robust debate is nonexistent.
Major publications take the bulk
of the premises for war for
granted—namely the US’ legal
and moral right to wage it—and
simply parse over the details.”

few consequences for those who Media on Trial Leeds 2018
suppressed information and
Piers Robinson:
misled the world, nor for those
who called for war on the basis https://www.youtube.com/watch
of it, their assertions proving,
?v=TU3istm9xkU
once again, disastrously wrong.
Many readers will have heard of
This is hardly the first, and
the Working Group on Syria,
surely not the last time that fake Propaganda and Media
news is manufactured about
(http://syriapropagandamedia.org/) of
Syria, where the fog of war and which Piers is convenor.
competing claims from many
sides with their own agendas
This group recently received
obscure the reality of the
attention for receiving a leaked
situation. In war, they say, truth unpublished part of the OPCW
is always the first casualty.
report into the alleged chemical
attack in Douma, Syria in 2018.
information has cast
An evening with This
significant doubt on the official
Piers Robinson OPCW findings and the West’s
narrative of blaming and then
Source: https://offbombing the Syrian military.
Radio Silence on the New guardian.org/2019/10/31/an-evening-

Evidence

with-piers-robinson/

By Kevin Smith
On the fudged OPCW report,
veteran Middle East
DR PIERS ROBINSON
correspondent Robert Fisk
wrote, “It is difficult to
underestimate the seriousness of For those not familiar with his
this manipulative act”, worrying work, he was until recently the
that this will undermine the
Chair in Politics, Society and
credibility of all trustworthy
Political Journalism at the
international organizations and University of Sheffield. He is
give fuel to Assadist and Russian Co-Director of the Organisation
propaganda networks.
for Propaganda Studies.

BACKGROUND
I was pleased to hear that Piers
was holding this event at the
Sydenham Centre within a bikeride for me. Previously I had
travelled far and wide to attend
Media on Trial events in Frome
in Somerset, Central London
(2017) and Leeds (2018).

The expert speakers at those
presentations also included
Vanessa Beeley, Patrick
While state-funded Russian
His focus is propaganda and
outlets have covered the story, communication, conflict and the Henningsen, Peter Ford (former
UK ambassador to Syria) Robert
the silence from the mainstream, role of the media and he’s
Stuart (researcher of the BBC
corporate press has been
lectured extensively and
deafening, with no interest
participated in events organised Panorama programme, ‘Saving
whatsoever in the story (one
by Stop the War Coalition and Syria’s Children’) and Professor
reason why supporting
Frome Stop the War. Piers has Tim Hayward (also on the Syria
Working Group).
independent, alternative media also been a speaker at several
as a counterweight against
‘Media on Trial’ events focused
corporate news is so important). on the media and the conflict in These events were superb
because each speaker had a
Judging by the minimal impact Syria.
different expertise and
of the news, there will likely be
7
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perspective which for me
provided a compelling picture of
conflict in the world and the
toxic role of mainstream media.
These occasions also have a
history of being disrupted. For
example, the Media on Trial
event held in a Baptist church in
London, Piers was the first
speaker in the line-up and had to
speak over a protest by antiAssad protesters before they
were ejected.

they’d been informed the
original venue booking had been
cancelled due it being required
for an important licensing
meeting.
The event was held in a room in
the large Victorian building
which gradually filled up with
latecomers, some of whom had
only learned late of the change
of venue.
The talk was opened by Dr Ewa
Sidorenko, a university lecturer
(https://www.gre.ac.uk/people/rep/facu

The venue for the Leeds event
was cancelled several times after lty-of-education-and-health/ewasidorenko) who told us a little
protests before being held at
about herself, followed by Piers
short notice and in relative
who explained the outline to his
secrecy in the grounds of a
mosque away from the centre of presentation.
Leeds.

therefore struggle to find a place
for it in a modern-day context
and their daily lives.
Piers said that he believes it is
still less common for outright
lies to be used within the media
to mislead the audience, but
techniques used over time such
as misdirection and omission of
information has created the
highly distorted picture of world
affairs we see today. Piers has
previously written articles
explaining in more detail how
this plays out
(https://www.theguardian.com/commen
tisfree/2016/aug/02/russianpropaganda-western-mediamanipulation).

Syria was the case study he used
to demonstrate how this model
THE TALK
had created a situation where the
So, when I heard about this
event, I wasn’t surprised that it The purpose of the event was to facts about the cause and course
of the long war bore little
started to receive some
explain the role of propaganda in
unwelcome attention on social the modern world and how it’s resemblance to the media
coverage.
media from the ‘usual suspects’ undermined democracy and
and from various Labour
caused war – and what can be
The media have controlled the
councillors in the area.
done about it.
narrative and focused on
soundbites such as ‘moderate
In fact, some councillors posted I didn’t make notes as at that
a letter on Twitter they’d sent to stage had not planned to write rebels’ and ‘regime’ to create the
the Secretary of the area party this summary. So, this is more an misleading impression the
conflict is a civil war rather than
urging that the event be
overview, some of my thoughts
cancelled. This letter included at the time and the main points I a proxy war with many complex
motives and players involved.
the usual smears that Piers
took away.
promoted conspiracy theories
As with the collective speakers
and war crimes denial.
Piers explained the history of
at Media on Trial, Piers referred
propaganda particularly in the
to the timeline of conflict since
Some hours before the event we context of war and the
9/11 and the so called ‘war on
were informed by email that the differences between the crude
terror’. He pointed out that it
venue had been moved from
posters from previous World
was General Wesley Clark who
Sydenham to Forest Hill. No
Wars and the more subtle but
stated that the US had planned in
real inconvenience for me but an highly effective way it is
the aftermath (and likely before)
extra mile peddling on the bike. deployed now. He said that
When we arrived, we were told many people associate the word to ‘take out’ seven countries,
by one of the organisor’s present ‘propaganda’ with the past and ending with Iran
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/we-re8
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going-to-take-out-7-countries-in-5years-iraq-syria-lebanon-libyasomalia-sudan-iran/5166).

government-funded groups, such and gain some encouragement
as Integrity Initiative
from.
(http://syriapropagandamedia.org/wor
king-papers/briefing-note-on-theThe first was not so much a
This has since largely been
integrity-initiative), which are
question as such but a young
played out most notably in Iraq, engaged in an aggressive
man originally from Afghanistan
Libya and Syria.
information war against Russia told the audience of his
and individuals who challenge harrowing experience while a
Piers highlighted the danger of official narratives.
boy. He told us that members of
the current conflicts escalating to
his close family were killed in an
Iran and beyond unless
He talked about the obvious
attack on his village. I believe he
something is to change.
dangers to democracy and world said this was carried out by the
stability of misinformation and US military which in the
My thoughts on all this are that the increasing censorship and
aftermath falsely blamed the
many of us have become
threat to free speech which
presence of militants as a pretext
distracted and failed to examine appears to be being stepped up for the attack.
the timeline of events since 9/11. on social media platforms.
We look at news and conflict in
Piers and members of the
isolation and move on to the
Piers said that while he had
audience discussed this
next without seeing what is now researched propaganda
reflecting on the fact that it is
a clear pattern.
extensively, he struggles to come now 18 years since that brutal
up with strategies in terms of
war started. This contribution
By looking and reflecting on
what can be done to counter it. I’m sure further highlighted to
historic events since 9/11,
This was discussed a little
the audience the evil and futility
whatever narratives used by the further in the questions and
of war and our own silent
media at the time, it becomes
answers session.
complicity and disregard for
clear that these wars have been
lives elsewhere. The young man
planned solely to achieve regime Piers commented that it is up to stated that he is currently writing
change – and most likely to push academia to get more involved a book on his experiences which
the regional and global geoand be allowed to get involved the audience wished him well
political balances to breaking
in debating these issues. And
with.
point.
perhaps ultimately, it’s for all of
us to use our critical thinking
One observation from an
The historic facts are damning and talents to put ideas forward audience member was that he
and indisputable, sadly, for now, – as Piers, his colleagues in
thought in the past people and
they are just being overlooked Media on Trial and others have especially the young were more
partly because mainstream
demonstrated.
inclined to question government
media directs attention back to
and media narratives than is the
its black and white narratives.
QUESTIONS AND
case nowadays.

DISCUSSION

Twenty years on and with no
effective anti-war movement
(unlike pre-Iraq) it is depressing, Some time was set aside for
yet fascinating to see where we questions but I will concentrate
on the discussions around two of
are in 2019.
these at the talk. I also asked
Piers after the event to answer a
Piers talked about further
challenges and the emergence of question I had, his response I
think some of us may relate to
think tanks and shadowy
9

The question posed was why
even in the climate of a largescale media black-out, large
sections of the younger
population don’t appreciate the
gravity of what is going on in
the world and somehow separate
it completely from their own
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daily lives. Piers drew on some
of his interactions with his
students and the education
system and stated that he felt
some young people didn’t have
the confidence to engage on
issues and debate multi-layered
arguments about foreign policy.

designed to break your will to
resist.

principles and perhaps a new
breed who I’m not sure what
they stand for.

b) remember that in the long run
the truth will come out and that I’m sure Piers Robinson can take
there will be vindication.
the smears and the refusal to
accept the many invitations he
c) smear and attacks indicate
has offered to refute his research
you are having an effect and
in his stride. I guess he has been
He said that perhaps the
threatening those in power.
doing this long enough while for
education structure and measure
one or two of the councillors
of success nowadays being more d) however unpleasant, smears involved, sixth-form looks like
geared to academic results was are a fraction of that endured by their last big project.
not so suited to equipping
people suffering in the war
students with critical thinking
zones we have been creating.
It was nevertheless good to see
skills.
that Piers was invited to speak
THE DISRUPTION OF and credit to the organisors and
For me, this was an interesting
party members who helped this
THE EVENT
question and quite possibly there
event proceed in difficult
are many, educational and noncircumstances.
As I say, I was not surprised to
educational reasons why young
see the planning of this event
and older alike struggle with
OVERALL THOUGHTS
follow a similar pattern to the
grasping with these issues even
Media on Trial disruptions.
when they attempt to.
I think this was a highly
After the event, I asked Piers a
question concerning how he
deals at a personal level with the
constant smears of him by
people who refuse to engage
with his research. I was
interested as from personal
experience I can relate to the
feeling of frustration at people
who seemingly can’t grasp
simple concepts or debate issues
yet feel it is OK to bully, smear
and censor. For Piers and others
who produce such great research
to try to awaken people, I’d
imagine this feeling was
particularly acute.
Piers answered my question,
stating that he continually
reminds himself that;
a) these are deliberate tactics

In those cases it seemed to me
that there must have been some
higher-level co-ordination to try
to censor and disrupt those
events by people whose work
and salary depends on a truer
narrative of world events not
coming to the surface.

thought-provoking presentation
for both those familiar with the
topics under discussion and for
those just starting to become
more engaged.

What was striking from some of
the exchanges I came across is
that the Labour Party appears to
be in a power struggle between
those who’ve retained their core

The other important thing to say
is that both in terms of
presentation style and what he
says, Piers Robinson does not
remotely come across as a

For me, attending my first
Media on Trial in 2017, which
included Piers Robinson was
like a burden lifting from me,
But to someone not from a
having my views on the state of
political background it was
interesting to me to observe the the world and the media
activity on social media accounts validated by experts.
of some Labour councillors after
So, I’d encourage everyone to
the letter of protest about the
attend any future events like this,
event was posted. It was clear
that some of these people spend whether it’s a bike-ride or on the
a great deal of time on Twitter. other side of the country.

10
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‘conspiracy theorist’ or ‘war
crimes denier’. He has produced
excellent research papers which
nobody has refuted. I detected
nothing political or any
prejudice in any of his
presentations.
In fact, out of all the people I
have seen speak, Piers goes to
great pains to qualify his views
and debate respectfully.
For example, on subjects such as
Douma and 9/11 he typically
sets out the evidence and lists
the questions which arise from
his research and invites people
to draw their own conclusions,
rather than advance any specific
or grand theory.

seeing official narratives
collapse regularly these days.
Hopefully, it’s just a matter of
time before we see more
mainstream journalists come
over to the side of truth and
perhaps a re-awakened broadbased peace movement to shake
things up.

Lendman: ‘Endless
US Rape,
Occupation and
Plunder of Syria’

peace and stability to all US war
theaters.
Longstanding US policy aims
for dominion over planet earth,
its resources and populations.
Nations not controlled by the US
are vulnerable to preemptive
attacks or war by other means —
what the scourge of imperialism
is all about, humanity’s greatest
curse.
On Monday, US war secretary
Mark Esper and Joint Chiefs of
Staff chairman General Mark
Milley held a joint press
conference.
Esper repeated Trump’s dubious
claim about eliminating alleged
ISIS leader Abu Bakr alBaghdadi.

My view, and I am certain the
rest of the audience felt the
same, is that Piers Robinson is
motivated to putting the research
Like DJT, he provided no
Source:
and truth out there out of
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/10/2 evidence of Baghdadi’s death.
9/lendman-endless-us-rapeconcern for humanity and the
The remains of whoever US
occupation-and-plunder-of-syria/
future direction of the world.
forces reportedly killed were
buried at sea so no independent
By Stephen Lendman
Sadly, looking at mainstream
DNA testing or other identity
and social media nowadays that
checks could be conducted, clear
is not true of the majority. But as His vow to bring all US troops evidence of deception and
home from Syria was a mirage. coverup.
history shows, a minority
speaking up are often smeared, In March 2011, the US
later to be proven right, as over preemptively attacked the
According to forensic
country
for
regime
change,
Iraq. It’s a shame that the
pathologists, positive IDing of
councillors from a party which wanting pro-Western puppet rule human remains can take days or
replacing its sovereign
launched the Iraq war and the
weeks to complete. Trump
independence.
subsequent chaos, who
claimed Baghdadi was killed
complained the most about the
overnight Saturday — in a
event did not see fit to educate Illegal Pentagon/CIA occupation remote Syrian location nowhere
of northern and southern parts of near a forensic lab.
themselves on this occasion
the country continues with no
either.
near-term prospect for conflict Yet on Monday, US war
But the positives for me are that resolution because dominant
secretary Mark Esper dubiously
bipartisan hardliners in
thanks to the work of Piers
claimed DNA testing showed
Washington
reject
restoration
of
Robinson and others, we are
remains tested were Baghdadi’s
11
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— suggesting most likely
whoever was killed was
someone else.

against” any threat to US
occupation of Syrian territory
and control of its resources.

Baghdadi alive or dead
matters little. ISIS remains a
US creation, its activities
orchestrated and controlled by
its Pentagon and CIA
handlers.

Milley made similar remarks,
stressing “counterterrorism
operations” in Syria and other
US war theaters that don’t exist.
During a Q & A session,
reporters failed to challenge US
war of aggression and
occupation of sovereign Syria
threatening no one.

US officials and establishment
media pretend Pentagon forces
combatted and destroyed the
“caliphate.” Washington actively
supports it, along with
No one questioned Trump’s
likeminded terrorist groups, in dubious account of Baghdadi’s
Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Yemen, alleged elimination or that the
Libya, and elsewhere.
remains of whoever was killed
were buried at sea to prevent
Esper’s remarks were an
independent DNA checking.
exercise in mass deception,
falsely claiming US operations Nothing was asked about the
in Syria “enable(d) the enduring looting of Syrian oil belonging
defeat of ISIS,” adding:
to the nation, not an illegal
foreign occupier.
“(R)epositioning (US) forces
within the country is intended to Asked whether Pentagon troops
posture us to continue this
might confront Russian or
mission and give the president Syrian forces militarily, Esper
options, (including) execut(ion) curtly responded: “Yes.”
(of) counterterrorism
operations.”
Last week, Russian Defense
Ministry spokesman General
Reality on the ground is polar
Igor Konashenkov called US
opposite his above deception.
plunder of Syrian oil “statePart of the US mission includes sponsored banditry,” along with
controlling and looting Syrian denouncing US protection of
oil — on the phony pretext of
smugglers involved in looting
protecting it from ISIS, enabling Syrian resources.
private interests and the CIA to
profit from plundering Syrian
Syria remains an active war
resources, along with denying theater, its people terrorized by
them to Damascus to benefit the the presence of US forces and
nation and its people.
jihadist foot soldiers.
Esper: “(W)e will respond with
overwhelming military force

As long as total US control of
Syria remains unattained, dark
12

forces in Washington rule out
restoration of peace and stability
to the nation and its longsuffering people.

With Little Fanfare,
William Barr
Formally
Announces
Orwellian PreCrime Program

Source:
https://www.mintpressnews.com/willia
m-barr-formally-announces-orwellianpre-crime-program/262504/

By Whitney Webb
Per the memorandum, Barr has
“directed the Department [of
Justice] and the FBI to lead an
effort to refine our ability to
identify, assess and engage
potential mass shooters before
they strike.” The Attorney
General further described the
coming initiative, slated to be
implemented early next year, as
“an efficient, effective and
programmatic strategy to
disrupt individuals who are
mobilizing towards violence, by
all lawful means.” More specific
information about the program is
set to follow the recent
memorandum, according to Barr,
though it is unclear if that
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forthcoming document will be
made public.

the use of clinical psychologists, General notes that in past cases
threat assessment professionals, individuals deemed a violent or
intervention teams and
terroristic threat before they
Barr also requested that those
community groups” to detect risk commit a crime are subject to
who received the memorandum and suggests that the new “early “detention, court-ordered mental
send their “best and brightest” to engagement program” will work health treatment, substance
a training conference at FBI
along similar lines. Barr also
abuse counseling, electronic
headquarters this coming
alludes to this “community”
monitoring”, among other
December where the DOJ, FBI approach in a separate instance, measures. Ostensibly, the new
and “private sector partners”
when he writes that “when the program would then apply these
will prepare for the full
public ‘says something’ to alert same practices to individuals in
implementation of the new
us to a potential threat, we must the U.S. that federal authorities
policy and will also be able to do something.”
believe are “mobilizing towards
provide “new ideas” for
violence,” as Barr put it.
inclusion in the program.
However, the memorandum
differentiates suspected terrorists
Bill Barr’s been busy
Perhaps the most jarring aspect from the individuals this new
of the memorandum is Barr’s
program is set to pursue. Barr
The memorandum, despite
frank admission that many of the states that, unlike many
heralding a new era of Orwellian
“early engagement” tactics that historical terrorism cases, “many surveillance and “pre-crime” on
the new program would utilize of today’s public safety threats a national level, has been
were “born of the posture we
appear abruptly and with
sparsely covered by the
adopted with respect to terrorist sometimes only ambiguous
mainstream media. One of the
threats.” In other words, the
indications of intent” and that
few reports that did cover the
foundation for many of the
many of these individuals
new Justice Department policy,
policies utilized following the “exhibit symptoms of mental
published Wednesday by the
post-9/11 “war on terror” are
illness and/or have substance
Huffington Post, framed the new
also the foundation for the
abuse problems.”
Barr-led initiative as largely
“early engagement” tactics that
positive and asserted that the
Barr seeks to use to identify
Thus, the goal of the program is “anti-terror tactics” to which
potential criminals as part of this ostensibly to circumvent these Barr alluded could “help thwart
new policy. Though those “war issues by finding new and likely mass shooters.” No mention was
on terror” policies have largely controversial ways to determine made in the piece of the threat
targeted individuals abroad,
intent. As will be shown later in such a program is likely to pose
Barr’s memorandum makes it
this report, Barr’s recent actions to civil liberties.
clear that some of those same
suggest that the way this will be
controversial tactics will soon be accomplished is through
Furthermore, no mention was
used domestically.
increased mass surveillance of made of Barr’s clear push over
everyday Americans and the use the past few months to lay the
Barr’s memorandum also alludes of algorithms to analyze that
groundwork for this recently
to current practices by the FBI bulk data for vaguely defined
announced program. Indeed,
and DOJ that will shape the new symptoms of “mental illness.” since becoming Attorney
plan. Though more specifics of
General under President Trump,
the new policy will be provided Barr also suggested the likely
Barr has spearheaded numerous
in the forthcoming notice, Barr courses of action that would
efforts to this end, including
notes that “newly developed
follow the identification of a
pushing for a government
tactics” used by the Joint
given individual as a “potential backdoor into consumer apps or
Terrorist Task Forces “include mass shooter.” The Attorney
devices that utilize encryption
13
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and for a dramatic increase of
long-standing yet controversial
warrantless electronic
surveillance programs.
On July 23rd, Barr gave the
keynote address at the 2019
International Conference on
Cyber Security (ICCS) and
mainly focused on the need for
consumer electronic products
and applications that use
encryption to offer a “backdoor”
for the government, specifically
law enforcement, in order to
obtain access to encrypted
communications as a matter of
public safety.

may occur at any time that will Act or CLOUD Act passed by
galvanize public opinion on
the U.S. Congress last year.
these issues.” Shortly after this
speech, several mass shootings, The CLOUD Act has come
including one at an El Paso
under fire from rights groups
Walmart took place, which
who have warned that the
again brought the issue to the
legislation gives “unlimited
forefront of political discourse. jurisdiction to U.S. law
enforcement over any data
As MintPress reported at the
controlled by a service provider,
time
regardless of where the data is
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/willia stored and who created it” and
m-barr-unanswered-questions-fbithat this also “applies to content,
foreknowledge-el-pasometadata, and subscriber
shooting/261221/), Barr’s
information”, including private
uncanny prediction and a
messages.
litany of other oddities related
to the El Paso shooting left
Yet, Barr and Patel claimed that
many answered questions
the data access agreement will
about the FBI’s foreknowledge instead “enhance” civil liberties
of the event. In addition, the and further asserted that the
tragedy did appear to serve as agreement would be used to go
the very “galvanizing” event after “pedophiles” and
that Barr had anticipated, as “organized crime”, even though
the solution offered by President both Barr and his U.K.
Trump in the wake of the
equivalent have shown minimal
shootings was the creation of a interest in pursuing the cogovernment backdoor into
conspirators of child sex
encryption as well as calling for trafficker and pedophile Jeffrey
the very pre-crime system Barr Epstein, whose sex trafficking
formally announced just last
network has been linked to both
week.
organized crime and the

Barr went onto say that
“warrant-proof encryption is
also seriously impairing our
ability to monitor and combat
domestic and foreign terrorists.”
Barr stated that “smaller
terrorist groups and ‘lone wolf’
actors” — such as those
involved in the series of mass
shootings in California, Texas
and Ohio that occurred in the
weeks after his speech — “have
turned increasingly to
encryption.” Barr later noted that
The pre-crime dragnet
he was specifically referencing
takes shape
encryption used by “consumer
products and services such as
messaging, smartphones, email, More recently, Barr and U.K.
and voice and data
Home Secretary Priti Patel
applications.”
signed a data access agreement
on October 3rd that allows both
To overcome the resistance by countries to demand electronic
some private companies — who data on consumers from tech
do not want to renege on their companies based in the other
right to privacy by giving the
country without legal
government backdoor access to restrictions. It is the first
their devices — and American executive agreement reached as
consumers, Barr tellingly
part of the controversial
anticipated “a major incident
Clarifying Overseas Use of Data
14

intelligence agencies of both the
U.S. and Israel. Some have
charged that the lack of interest
on the part of William Barr is
due to the fact that Barr’s father
once hired the now deceased
pedophile.
Notably, Jeffrey Epstein also had
an apparent interest in pre-crime
technologies, and was a key
funder of the controversial
technology company
Carbyne911, along with former
Israeli Prime Minister and close
Epstein associate Ehud Barak.
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Carbyne911 is one of several
Israeli companies that market
their software products to the
U.S. as a means of reducing
mass shootings and improving
the response times of emergency
service providers. These
companies boast numerous and
troubling connections to the
governments and intelligence
communities of both the U.S.
and Israel. Epstein, himself
linked to the intelligence
apparatuses of both nations,
invested at least $1 million in
Carbyne911 through a “data
mining” company he controlled.

individuals flagged as
potentially violent based on
vague criteria.

Sleepwalking into a
nightmare

This widely overlooked
Notably, following the El Paso
background is crucial to
shooting, President Trump has
understanding William Barr’s
been mulling the creation of a
recent memorandum and the
new federal agency known as
massive and greatly
HARPA that would work with
underreported shift in the policy
the Department of Justice to use
it heralds. Over a period of
“breakthrough technologies with
several months, Barr — aided by
high specificity and sensitivity
“private sector partners” as well
for early diagnosis of
as other current and former
neuropsychiatric violence,”
government officials — has been
specifically “advanced
laying the groundwork for the
analytical tools based on
system he has now formally
artificial intelligence and
announced.
machine learning.” The data to
As was detailed in a recent
be analyzed would be harvested
Through the software products
MintPress exposé
from consumer electronic
offered by companies like
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/cia- devices as well as information
Carbyne911 and through Barr’s
israel-mossad-jeffrey-epsteinprovided by health-care
personal crusade to mandate
orwellian-nightmare/261692/) on
providers to identify who may
government backdoors into
these companies, Carbyne911
be a threat.
encrypted software and products,
and similar companies extract
any and all data from consumer It is important to point out that Barr’s new pre-crime program
smartphones for merely making such initiatives, whether HARPA already has the tools for the
mass extraction and storage of
emergency calls and then use it or Barr’s newly announced
consumer data by means of both
to “analyze the past and present program, are likely to define
behavior of their callers, react “mental illness” to include some private tech companies and
accordingly, and in time predict political beliefs, given that the public services like emergency
call centers.
future patterns,” with the
FBI recently stated in an internal
ultimate goal of smart devices memo that “conspiracy theories”
making emergency calls to the were motivating some domestic Through the already drafted plan
for HARPA and its proposed
authorities, as opposed to human terror threats and a series of
solution to identifying “mental
beings.
questionable academic studies
illness” via artificial intelligence
have sought to link “conspiracy
and machine learning, this newly
Data obtained from these
theorists” to mental illnesses.
software products, already used Thus, the Department of Justice announced “pre-crime” program
will have the means to analyze
by several U.S. counties and
and “mental health
slated to be adopted nationwide professionals” have essentially the mass of data harvested from
consumer electronic devices
as part of a new national “next already defined those who
from Carbyne and other means
generation” 911 system, will
express disbelief in official
then be shared with the same law government narratives as both a using vague “mental health
enforcement agencies who will terror threat and mentally ill — criteria.”
soon be implementing Barr’s
and thus worthy of special
While many of the specifics of
“national disruption and early attention from pre-crime
the program remain unknown,
engagement program” to target programs.
the actions of Barr and others in
15
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government and private sectors
show that this newly announced
initiative is the product of years
of careful planning and many of
the tactics and tools it is poised
to use have been in the works for
months and even years.
In recent decades, and especially
after the September 11 attacks,
Americans have quietly traded
an increasing number of civil
liberties for increased
government “counter-terrorism”
programs and wars purportedly
waged to “keep us safe.” Now,
those same policies used to
target “terrorists” are set to be
used against ordinary
Americans, whose electronic
lives and communications are
now set to be scoured for
evidence of “mental illness.” If
these untransparent algorithms
flag an individual, that could be
enough lead to court-ordered
“mental health treatment” or
even imprisonment regardless of
whether or not a crime was
committed or even planned.
As a consequence, William
Barr’s coming “pre-crime”
program is arguably worse than
the stuff of dystopian science
fiction novels and films as it not
only aims to detain Americans
who have committed no crime
but will expressly target
individuals based on their use of
electronic consumer products
and the contents of their
communications with their
friends, family, co-workers, and
others.

in the rest of the cotton
Washington FDA only
plant.
Says, ‘Let Them Eat
With FDA approval the GMO
Cotton’
cottons seeds will now be
allowed as food for people or
animals. The project has been
led by Keerti Rathore, a plant
biotechnology protégé of the late
Norman Borlaug, at the Texas
A&M AgriLife Research Center.
Rathore says the group will now
seek approval in other countries
Source:
starting with Mexico. He
http://www.williamengdahl.com/
calculates that, “There are
By F. William Engdahl
approximately 10.8 trillion
grams of protein locked up in
US Government regulators have the annual global output of
approved a genetically modified cottonseed. This is enough to
cotton variety as a “potential
meet the basic protein
solution to human hunger.” The requirements of over 500 million
radical decision is to permit
people at a rate of 50 grams of
consumption by humans, in
protein per person per day.” He
addition to animals, of seeds of a says the GMO cottonseeds can
GMO cotton developed at Texas also be used to feed pigs, poultry
A&M University, with no
or farmed fish or shrimp. His
independent long-term testing. It group sees it as a major new
opens grave new concerns about source of protein for
the safety of our food chain.
consumption, as well as profit
Soon, as a result, the world food for cotton growers. It is not
chain may well be contaminated surprising that Cotton Inc., the
with the GMO cottonseeds
US cotton lobby group is
whose dangers have been simply sponsoring the GMO project.
ignored by authorities .
Cotton Inc. and Monsanto have a
history of cooperation as well.
The USA Food and Drug
Rathore says for every pound of
Administration (FDA) has just cotton fiber, the plant produces
approved a new type of GMO about 1.6 pounds of seed. The
cotton for unregulated release. annual global cottonseed
The type, called TAM66274, has production equals about 48.5
been genetically modified
million tons. If that can now be
supposedly to make the seeds fit turned into cottonseed oil or
for human or animal feed by
meal for human and animal
suppressing the presence of a
consumption and sold, it adds a
dangerous toxin in the seed,
huge profit boost to cotton
while allegedly leaving the toxin producers. The world’s largest
16
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purveyor of cotton seeds for
planting cotton is Monsanto,
now part of Bayer AG.

seeds were deemed unsuitable
for human consumption.

The A&M GMO cotton was
modified using what is called
RNA interference technology,
RNAi, to “silence” a gene that
supposedly, again according to
its developers, “greatly” reduces
gossypol from the cottonseed.
Rathore claims to have
suppressed the gene of a cotton
On October 1 the FDA released plant to produce cotton with
its summary of findings for the gossypol in everything but its
Texas application which had
seeds: “We have eliminated this
been made in 2017. That gives gossypol from the seed without
the impression the Government affecting its levels in other parts
researchers were making an
of the plant,” said Rathore.
intensive testing of the highly
“With the toxin removed from
controversial issue of whether to the cottonseed, it can potentially
permit human consumption of feed 500 to 600 million people
the GMO cotton seeds or not.
per year.” Well, almost
Far from the case. As the FDA eliminated it, to be more
states in their findings of
accurate. They admit that about
October, 2019, the FDA
3% gossypol remains in the
declaration was simply copied seeds.
from the tests given them by the
producer, Texas A&M and its
Now we are entitled to eat the
biotech research group, funded “low” gossypol seeds which are
by the US cotton industry group, said to be protein rich and
Cotton Inc.
supposedly safe. There are
several alarming aspects to this
Highly toxic gossypol FDA decision to release the
GMO cotton variety for human
The FDA approval, made with and animal consumption.
“The kernels from the safe seed
could be ground into a flour-like
powder after oil extraction and
used as a protein additive in
food preparations or perhaps
roasted and seasoned as a
nutritious snack,” Rathore said.

no apparent independent testing
Not Adequately Tested
of the results given them by the
For Safety
group at the A&M AgriLife
Research center, is notable given
the fact that cottonseeds contain First of all, as researcher Claire
a highly toxic substance in the Robinson points out in an
seeds known as gossypol.
excellent analysis, the RNAi
Because of gossypol, previously procedure for cotton is hardly
much of the weight of cotton
proven to be safe. She notes
plants was wasted or usable only scientific research that shows
for limited animal feed only
risks of GMO RNAi crops. One
after special treatment. The
study found that RNAi
molecules in food plants can
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survive digestion and enter the
body of the human or animal
eating it, and even affect the
gene expression of the human or
animal with unpredictable side
effects. Robinson stresses that
the FDA made no adequate
thorough tests for safety of the
GMO cotton, nor did Texas
researchers. She notes, “No
toxicity testing in animals has
been done on the seeds that are
intended for consumption. The
application only refers to testing
in mice of the NPTII antibiotic
resistance gene product, though
it does not mention how long the
tests lasted.”
Not only are the range of tests
submitted by the Rathore group
deficient or inadequate, they
admit that their GMO variety
has not entirely eliminated the
presence of toxic gossypol in the
cottonseeds, hence they term it
“low” gossypol cotton seed, with
an estimated 3% gossypol.
Absent are any tests long-term
on mice or other animals of
effects of 3% or low gossypol
GMO cottonseeds.

Population Reduction?
Gossypol among other traits is a
human contraceptive. A study
published in the journal
Contraception notes that
gossypol, “in most animals,
provokes infertility, and in man
it causes spermatogenesis arrest
at relatively low doses…
Gossypol should be prescribed
preferably to men…who would
accept permanent infertility
after a few years of use.” It
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seems to be irreversible for
many.
Another study published in The
Scientific World Journal notes
that among other toxic effects,
“…free gossypol may be
responsible for… respiratory
distress, impaired body weight
gain, anorexia, weakness,
apathy, and death after several
days. However, the most
common toxic effect is the
impairment of male and female
reproduction. Another important
toxic effect of gossypol is its
interference with immune
function, reducing an animal’s
resistance to infections…”
Now according to the FDA, we
humans are animals too for
purposes of consuming GMO
cottonseeds. Is a presence of 3%
gossypol in now “edible” GMO
cottonseeds enough to cause
stealth contraception in humans,
or any of the other grave
symptoms? We simply don’t
know as none of the responsible
US regulators, neither at USDA
nor FDA, have apparently
bothered to seriously test.
What has the FDA done to
safeguard the health and safety
of potential human or animal
consumers of the GMO cotton?
A careful reading of the FDA
testing summary of October 1
shows the entirety of their
evaluation, as noted, is lifted
directly from the test results
given them by Rathore’s group
at Texas A&M. And Rathore
omits details of the length of
their testing, which can conceal
negative effects that only show

up after longer time tests. Other
tests are superficial and
inconclusive.
Speaking of his hopes for the
application of his new GMO
cotton type, Rathore declares,
“My personal preference as we
move forward would be to
follow the ‘Golden Rice’
example in terms of its use for
humanitarian purposes.” The
only problem with that example
is that the Philippines project
financed by the Rockefeller
Foundation in the 1990s to
develop Golden Rice,
supposedly high in Vitamin A,
was a colossal failure that was
later abandoned by its creators.
It was simply used as a GMO
PR stunt. It could well be that
the inadequately tested GMO
cottonseeds end up blended into
our food like so many such
ingredients with us being none
the wiser. The precautionary
principle seems to have been
shredded by scientists at FDA.

At This Year’s J
Street Conference,
“Progressive” Pols
Bow to Israel While
Preaching Peace

bow-israel-while-preachingpeace/262608/

By By Miko Peled
My father, the late IDF general
Matti Peled, called for a twostate solution in 1967, and as is
stated in my book, The General’s
Son, Journey of an Israeli in
Palestine
(https://www.amazon.com/GeneralsSon-Journey-IsraeliPalestine/dp/1682570029/ref=mp_s_a
_1_1?
keywords=miko+peled&qid=1572392
597&s=books&sr=1-1), he

continued to campaign for this
“solution” until the day he died.
It may have been a revolutionary
idea then, especially coming
from a retired IDF general.
Some would even call it
progressive, though I personally
would not go that far. It
presented a path for Israel to
gain legitimacy for its 1948
conquest of Palestine while
placating the Palestinian people
by giving them a small,
powerless state that would allow
them to exercise their right to
self-determination.

Two decades later, when it was
clear that Israel would never
allow this to happen, my father
called for the U.S. to halt its
financial and military aid to
Israel. By 1992, he called for
sanctions against Israel. So when
Bernie Sanders and other socalled progressives like J Street
talk about a two-state solution
and the possibility of using aid
to pressure Israel, they are
decades late and billions of
Source:
dollars short. Without full
https://www.mintpressnews.com/jstreet-conference-progressive-pols- support for the Boycott
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Divestment and Sanctions
movement
(https://bdsmovement.net/), BDS for
short, no progress can be
achieved for Palestinian rights.

While the official line of
The farthest Sanders is willing to
consecutive U.S. administrations go is to say that he supports
was that UN Security Council Israel and that Palestinians have
resolutions 242 and 338 should been treated unfairly. Now, he is
be the basis of a peace
suggesting that some of the $3.8
agreement, neither the various Billion of aid money going to
administrations or other
Israel should be diverted to
A Safe Bet
American politicians outside of resolve the ongoing
Back in the late 1960s and early the administration did a single humanitarian crisis in Gaza.
thing to push this idea forward. How much? He didn’t say. So
1970s calling for the
why not suggest halting aid to
establishment of a Palestinian
state in the West Bank and the Now that is it too late, and it is Israel altogether and sending
clear that Israel never intended those billions of dollars to the
Gaza Strip was dangerous
to allow the Palestinian right to people who really need them in
because there was a real
order to rebuild Gaza and
possibility that it could happen. self-determination to
materialize,
and
now
that
we
provide medical care, water, and
Today, after five decades in
which consecutive governments know that the “peace process” food.
of Israel have worked tirelessly concocted by the Rabin-Peres
The problem is that we have all
to integrate the West Bank with duo was nothing more than a
charade,
the
Bernie
Sanders
and
become accustomed to believing
the rest of the state of Israel, a
J Street liberals decided to make that Palestinians should never
Palestinian state is no longer
a “bold” statement out of an old, ask for too much. Palestinians
possible and calling for it is a
outdated idea. But there is
should be grateful for the scraps
safe political move. Bernie
Sanders knows it, the folks at J nothing bold about their support offered to them by white rich
politicians in the United States
Street know it, and all the other for Israel. There is nothing
so-called progressives know it progressive about waiting five and Israel. They should welcome
too. A bold, progressive move decades to support an idea that the idea that Israel will “give”
them a fraction of their
would be to call for a democratic has no chance of becoming
reality.
homeland in which to build a
state with equal rights for all of
mini-state. They should be
Palestine, from the river to the
grateful that a politician in the
A Step in the Right
sea.
U.S. said publicly that they are
Direction
treated unfairly. Palestinians
However, we mustn’t get ahead
should not be unreasonable and
of ourselves. One has to ask,
The last thing that can be said
they should refrain from calling
where were these progressives about this very slow learning
for anything that would bother
when the possibility of a twocurve is that it is a step in the
state solution was feasible? This right direction. Recognizing and Israel and its Zionist supporters
around the world.
is not to say it was a just or good declaring today that the
solution, for it did legitimize the Palestinian people have been
BDS
Zionist crimes of 1948 and
subjected to genocide, ethnic
earlier. Setting that aside for a cleansing and apartheid for over
moment, where were these so- seven decades is still slow, but it The call for Boycott,
called progressives when the
Divestment, and Sanctions
would signal a real step in the
possibility of an independent
right direction. However, neither against Israel is a step too far for
Palestine emerging in the West Sanders nor his hosts at the J
Sanders and J Street, the latter
Bank and the Gaza Strip was a Street conference are willing to claiming that it is opposed to the
real possibility? They were
call for a boycott and that “The
go that far.
nowhere to be found.
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Movement is not a friend to
Israel.”

state solution at the event acted
as a fig leaf, shielding Israel
from true criticism and allowing
human rights violations in
Palestine to continue unabated.

politicians who want to seem
progressive can hide because it
offers no solution. It is a solution
Palestinians, apparently, are
popular among those who
required to prove that they are
pretend to care for justice and
friends of Israel before their
human rights but that do not
demands can be heard, much
Statements like this one, made want real change. One must ask
less accepted and also to
by Julian Castro, are indicative how much longer this charade
recognize the right of Israel to of a prevailing head in the sand, will be allowed to continue.
exist, another absurd demand
ostrich-like attitude: “We need a
regularly made of Palestinians. government in Israel that will
A Window into
get back on the path of the twoJewish Guilt
The fundamental problem lies in state solution.” No one bothered
statements such as this by J
to ask if Israel was really ever on
Street: “J Street believes that
that path.
maintaining a strong, vibrant
US-Israel relationship […] US Bernie Sanders made a statement
support for Israel as a
at the J Street conference that
democracy and a national home was also indicative of a desire to
for the Jewish people is an
intentionally miss the target: “It
historic and crucial
is not anti-Semitism to say that
commitment.”
the Netanyahu government has
Source:
been racist – that’s a fact,” he
https://gilad.online/writings/2019/10/2
As long as the U.S. relationship said. Netanyahu is, without
8/a-window-into-jewish-guilt
with Israel is viewed as more
question, indeed a racist. Yet he
By Gilad Atzmon
valuable than the human rights is no different than any other
of the Palestinian people, justice Israeli prime minister. The issue
for Palestinians will remain a
is not a single prime minister, It has become an institutional
distant dream. Without support it is the entire Zionist settler- Jewish habit to examine how
much Jews are hated by their
for BDS and their declared
colonial project in Palestine
host nations and how fearful
demands, namely: ending
which is the problem.
Jews are of their neighbours.
Israel’s military occupation of
Jewish press outlets reported
Palestinian land, equal rights and
How Much Longer?
yesterday that “9 out of 10 US
the right of refugees to return to
Jews worry about antitheir homes and their land, no
More than five decades had
progress can be made.
passed since my late father, one Semitism.”
of the exalted IDF generals of
the 1967 war, called for a two- I, for one, can’t think of another
people who invest so much
state solution. A solution that
Reading posts on Twitter while favors Israel and recognizes very energy in measuring their
unpopularity. Despite the scale
the J Street conference was
limited rights for Palestinians
taking place in Washington
and is a poor excuse for a peace of Islamophobia and anti-Black
could give one the impression plan. A solution that ignores the racism, we are not subjected to a
that justice for Palestinians is
crimes which my father, among constant barrage of ‘statistics’ to
‘warn us’ of how hated Blacks
just around the corner. However, others, committed in 1948. A
are or how unsafe Muslims feel.
it is Israel that was the focus, not solution, which in fact
Palestinian human rights. The
legitimizes those crimes. It is a
The American Jewish
ongoing discussion of the two- “solution” behind which

Hold the Champagne
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Committee’s (AJC) statistics
suggest that “most Jews think
that the situation is getting
worse.” I find their statistics
unlikely but I guess any
mathematically inclined person
would agree that if 9 out of 10
are fearful, then the situation
can’t get much ‘worse’ as 10 out
of 10 would constitute only a
minor increase (11%).
Assume, for a moment, that the
AJC’s statistics reflect reality
and that the overwhelming
majority (90%) of 1,200 Jewish
respondents, from all political
and religious positions, regard
Jew-hatred as a serious problem
with potentially disastrous
consequences.
We might wonder who are the
‘naughty’ one out of ten Jews
who, unlike their brethren, are
not scared of their American
neighbours. I suspect these are
the so-called ‘self-haters,’ that
infamous bunch of horrid
humanist Jews who support
Palestine and are disgusted by
the manifold of recent Jewish
#MeToo scandals and
paedophilia/organised crime
networks
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/mega
-group-maxwells-mossad-spy-storyjeffrey-epstein-scandal/261172/ ).

This small minority (10%) of
disobedient Jews might be
disturbed by the opioid scandal
that left 400.000 Americans
dead, they probably know who
were the prime actors in this
saga of class genocide. They are
likely troubled by a range of
financial crimes from Madoff to
Israeli banks evading US taxes,

to the Israeli binary options
some Jews now understand that
companies that defraud
the Zionist shift from a
American citizens. These
‘promised land’ to the Neocon
universalist Jewish outcasts are ‘promised planet’ doesn’t reflect
often vocal critics of their
well on the Jews as a group.
people, their culture and their
politics. They may denounce
I am trying to point out the
AIPAC and the ADL, Soros and possibility that the
even JVP for acting as the
overwhelming fear of ‘anticontrolled opposition. The AJC’s Semitism,’ documented however
statistics point to the possible
poorly by the AJC, might well
existence of a comic scenario in be the expression of guilt.
which 9 out of 10 Jews are
American Jews may feel
intimidated by the 1 out of 10
communal guilt over the
Jews who speak out.
disastrous politics and culture of
some sections of their corrupted
There is a less humorous, more elite. They might even feel
serious interpretation of the
guilty as Americans about the
AJC’s findings. It is possible
brutal sacrifice of one of
that the large number of Jews
America’s prime values, that of
who worry about anti-Semitism freedom of speech as guaranteed
indicates that Jews at large are by the 1st Amendment, on the
aware of the worrying traits
altar of ‘antisemitsm.’ .
associated with their politics,
culture, identity, lobbying and
Obviously, I would welcome
Israeli criminality.
AJC’s further investigation of
this. It would be interesting to
Jews may feel that they are
learn about the correlation
stained as a group by
between the Jewish fear of anti
problematic characters such as Semitsm and Jewish guilt. It
Weisntein, Epstein and Maxwell. would also be fascinating to find
They may feel polluted by
out how Jewish anxiety
Israeli politics and the intensive translates into self-reflection. In
Zionist lobbying that plunders that regard, I suggest that instead
billions of American taxpayers of blaming the American people,
dollars every year. As the White Jews try introspection. US Jews
House seems to turn its back on may want to follow the early
the Neocons’ immoral
Zionists, such as Theodor Herzl,
interventionism, some Jews may who turned guilt into selfbe discomfited by the fact that examination. Herzl was deeply
the Neocon war mongering
disturbed by anti Semitism but
doctrine has been largely a
this didn’t stop him from
Jewish project. As Haartez
digging into its causes. “The
writer Ari Shavit wrote back in wealthy Jews control the world,
2003: “The war in Iraq was
in their hands lies the fate of
conceived by 25
governments and nations,”
neoconservative intellectuals,
Herzl wrote
most of them Jewish…” Maybe (http://www.youtube.com/watch?
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v=eB7tr0MBTjA&t=4m46s ).

He

https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/10/1
5/on-psychopathy-and-power/

continued, “They set
governments one against the
By Caitlin Johnstone
other. When the wealthy Jews
play, the nations and the rulers
Due to a very painful and
dance. One way or the other,
disturbing revelation in my
they get rich.” Herzl, like other
personal life I have had the
early Zionists, believed that
unfortunate occasion to spend
Jews could be emancipated from
the last several days thinking a
their conditions and even be
lot about psychopaths and what
loved globally by means of a
makes them tick. I don’t want to
cultural, ideological and spiritual
get into the hairy details at this
metamorphosis with the
time, but I would like to share
aspiration of ‘homecoming.’
some of the more general
Herzl and his fellow early
thoughts that have been coming
Zionists were clearly wrong in
up here on the matter.
their proposed remedy for the
Jewish question, but were
It is interesting that psychopathy
absolutely spot on in their
should have reached a dark
adherence to self-reflection and
tentacle into my life in the way
harsh self-criticism.
that it did, given that the three
years I’ve been at this gig have
American Jews have much to
been spent writing more and
learn from Herzl and other early
more about the way our world is
Zionists. They should ask
run by calculating manipulators
themselves how their American
who are devoid of empathy. I
‘Golden Medina’ their Jewish
often say that we have found
land of opportunities, has turned
ourselves ruled by psychopaths
into a ‘threatening’ realm. What
because we have a system
happened, what has changed in
wherein (A) those who are
the last few years? Was it the
willing to do anything to anyone
constant cries over antiare rewarded with immense
Semitism and the desperate and
wealth, and (B) immense wealth
institutional attempts to silence
translates directly to immense
critics that turned their Golden
political power. Add in the fact
Medina into a daunting space?
that studies have shown that
wealth itself kills off empathy
On Psychopathy and compassion, and you’ve got
yourself a perfect recipe for a
And Power
plutocratic dystopia dominated
by antisocial personality
disorder.

Source:

about here is a specific slice of
humanity that is neurologically
wired in such a way that they
experience the world more as a
series of puzzles which can be
manipulated around to get them
them whatever they want
regardless of who it hurts, rather
than experiencing a world full of
fellow sentient beings with
whom you can have deep,
meaningful connections and
interactions. Not all people who
are diagnosed as psychopaths are
high-functioning enough to
manipulate people at high levels,
and not everyone who
manipulates people in this way
would necessarily be diagnosed
as a psychopath or even a
sociopath. Feel free to mentally
substitute whatever term you
prefer.

Whatever you want to call it,
people who have this condition
(and are able to avoid prison)
tend to do quite well for
themselves by our society’s
standards. Because they don’t
see other people as anything
other than tools and resources,
they don’t let empathy and
compassion stand in their way
when viciousness and
exploitation will help them
achieve their goals. Because
they don’t value connections
with other people, they don’t see
narratives and descriptions as
paths toward deeper
understanding, but as tools
which can be twisted and
distorted in order to secure
I’m not really interested in
themselves more wealth, status,
getting into the specific clinical
sex, or whatever else they want.
diagnoses of psychopathy and
They quickly rise to the top in
sociopathy for the purposes of
corporate and financial settings,
this discussion. What I’m talking
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in media institutions, in
populated almost entirely by
rules ranging from bail protocol
government agencies, and in
psychopaths and sociopaths. It to whistleblower source
politics. In modern society this makes for a compelling tale
protection to government
ability is a natural advantage that because it’s very believable
bureaucracy to embassy cat
the rest of us simply cannot
based on what we all know deep hygiene, and they were able to
compete with.
down about human behavior
engineer a result that just so
patterns, but it’s also a relentless happens to look exactly the same
But it’s not just our current
assault on the audience’s
as imprisoning a journalist for
iteration of society which
empathy center.
exposing US war crimes. All the
elevates psychopaths to the top.
worst atrocities in human history
A casual glance through
So what can be done, then? How have been perfectly legal.
recorded history all around the can we ordinary, feeling, caring
world reveals an essentially
human beings protect ourselves I’ve seen some people
unbroken track record of
from this segment of the
advocating mandatory brain
genocide, slavery, torture,
population which has been
scans for anyone seeking a
exploitation and degradation as driving us into disaster after
leadership position. It is true that
far as the eye can see, with the disaster since the dawn of
a psychopath’s brain shows up
driving characters time and
civilization before they get us all differently from the rest of us on
again being depraved
killed?
a PET scan, and it is possible to
dominators, conquerors and
envision a future where the
mass murderers. Research some Psychopathic leaders have never collective is so aware of the
of the horrors that were inflicted had any trouble figuring out how pernicious dance between
upon the Aboriginal people of to get rid of segments of the
psychopathy and power that
Australia and the indigenous
population who they deem
such a policy might be set and
populations of the Americas and problematic: they round them up enforced. The problem of course
you’ll see that the whole thing and exterminate them. This
is that manipulators manipulate,
was driven by a total lack of
would obviously be out of the and there are many ways to
empathy for those human
question for many reasons, not manipulate one’s way around
beings. Throughout history our the least because in order to
such a system; they’ve been
main problems have been caused implement it we’d need to
inserting themselves into
by the way we keep designing become psychopaths ourselves. unofficial leadership positions
systems which elevate
We’d be “curing” the sickness for ages, for example, which
psychopaths to positions of
by becoming the sickness.
they’d never need to be tested
leadership, who then go on to
for. Plutocrats, advisors and
make psychopathic decisions.
Passing a bunch of laws against propagandists are all in
manipulation and deception
unofficial leadership positions.
Given the fact that people who wouldn’t work either.
are indifferent to truth or human Manipulators actually love rules Maybe you’ve got your own
suffering have always been so and laws, because they can
ideas about this, but I personally
adept at ascending to power
figure out how to manipulate
can’t think of a single solution to
positions, it’s hard to even
them and use them to their
the fundamental problem of
imagine a society where we
advantage. Julian Assange is
psychopaths inserting
don’t find ourselves ruled by
currently awaiting extradition
themselves into positions of
psychopaths. George RR Martin hearings in Belmarsh Prison
power which doesn’t involve
set out to tell a story about a cast because a bunch of psychopathic drastic, unprecedented changes
of characters all vying for power manipulators decided to pretend in our civilization and our
in an epic game of thrones, and that it was very, very important culture. Even if you completely
that story wound up being
to respect a series of laws and
tore down capitalism, ended
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plutocracy and replaced the
entire system with a
government-planned economy,
you would still have positions of
power and the absolute certainty
of psychopaths manipulating
their way into those positions
sooner or later.

manipulation clearly illustrated Right now we have the opposite:
for them in all forms as
people with schizophrenia,
something gravely disordered. bipolar disorder and other
Advertising would cease to exist serious mental illnesses are
in such a society, as would
treated like worthless hindrances
propaganda in all its forms. And to a society which values
psychopaths would be like fish achievement over empathy,
out of water, because
while psychopaths and
manipulation only works when it sociopaths almost never seek
isn’t recognized as such.
help unless it’s court-ordered.

I’m talking about changes as
drastic as the end of anyone
having any power over anybody One can also imagine a culture A healthy society would flip
at all. A society where the idea which values empathy,
this. It would reward the things
of having power over anybody compassion and helping others psychopaths are unable to do,
became so culturally taboo that instead of valuing wealth,
and it would reject the things
even an unequal power dynamic accomplishment and conquest. that psychopaths excel at. We
between spouses would be seen In such a culture we’d see the
can actually look at what
as outrageous and ugly, to say ability to connect with people
psychopaths are and are not
nothing of governments or
and work for the good of the
good at, and from there kind of
police forces. Such a society is whole elevated, rather than
reverse-engineer an idea of what
very far from what we’ve got
seeing the ability to do whatever a wholesome society would look
now, but it would surely be a
it takes to claw your way to the like.
very inhospitable environment top of the heap elevated. In such
for psychopathy. There would be a society psychopathy would
Is such a society possible? I
no positions of leverage for one actually be an immense
don’t know. I recently put
to manipulate their way into in disadvantage, rather than an
together some evidence which
order to force others to give
immense advantage.
seems to suggest that our species
them what they want, and if you
may be on the verge of a drastic
started trying to create one
And that, in my opinion, would shift in consciousness, which
everybody would immediately be the marker of a healthy
would be the only facilitating
point at you and yell “Hey!
society: one in which
agent I can think of that would
What are you doing? Stop that, psychopathy and sociopathy
make such massive cultural
that’s weird! If you want
become grave mental handicaps changes feasible. We seem to be
something from us you need to that the afflicted need to actively headed for either huge changes
form consensual collaborative seek help for. A society that is so or extinction relatively soon, so
relationships with us, just like
empathic and collaborative that if there’s a future humanity on
we’re all doing.”
having a diagnosis of
the other side of what’s coming,
schizophrenia or bipolar disorder it likely exists because it made
It’s also possible to imagine a
isn’t such a big deal because
extraordinary changes in both its
culture in which manipulation is your neighbors work with you behavior and in its relationship
seen as an unacceptable taboo and help you with what you need with the phenomenon of
which immediately draws public rather than pushing you to
psychopathy. We’ll either make
backlash in the same way. In
conform and achieve, while
the jump or we won’t.
such a culture children would
having psychopathy or
learn from the youngest age
sociopathy is a debilitating
what honest and sincere
disorder which will turn you into
interaction looks like, with
a pariah sleeping on park
examples of deceit and
benches if you don’t get help.
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